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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with involution * having an identity element, and let 
S denote the set of symmetric elements of R (s* = s). If s, t E S, then 
s + t, s2, st + ts, and sts lie in S. A. Jordan homomorphism 4 of S into a 
ring R’ is defined (after Kaplansky) to be an additive mapping of S into R’ 
such that 
d(s”) = b”(s) (1) 
and 
W) = d(s) 4(t) +(4 (2) 
for all s, t E S. A Jordan derivation J of S into R is correspondingly defined 
to be an additive mapping of S into R such that 
J(s”) = SJW + J(s) s (3) 
and 
for all s, t E S. 
J&s) = J(s) ts + sJ(t) s + stJ(‘(s) (4) 
We list here some conditions on idempotents which we shall from time 
to time impose on the ring R. 
(&) R contains n nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents e, , e, ,..., e, 
whose sum is 1. 
(B,,) R,jRj, = Rii , i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, where Rij = eiRej . 
(C,) Rii = S, , the associative subring generated by S,(= S n R,,), 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Note that (B,) is equivalent to 
(BIE’) Re,R = R, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
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We will also find it useful to assume on occasion that R satisfies one of 
the following conditions: 
(a) The characteristic of $(S) is unequal to 2. 
(b) S is trace-valued, i.e., if s E S, then s = x + x*. 
(c~) For i = 1, 2 ,..., n, ei = CA afjsj”a:i for some j # i, aii E Rij , 
aid = (afj)*, and sj” E Sj . 
Jacobson and Rickart [fl proved that if R is a matrix ring &, n > 2, 
with an involution such that the matrix units eii are symmetric and such 
that S is trace-valued, then any Jordan homomorphism of S into R’ can 
be extended uniquely to an associative homomorphism of R into R’. It was 
subsequently conjectured by Herstein [3] that, with the exception of a few 
low-dimensional examples, the above result should hold for arbitrary simple 
rings with involution. 
After some preliminary results in Section 2 of this paper, we prove in 
Section 3 (Theorem 1) a generalization of the theorem of Jacobson and 
Rickart by assuming Conditions (Aa), (Ba), and one of the Conditions (a), 
(b), or (ca). Special cases and an application to Jordan derivations are then 
given. 
In Section 4 we weaken (As) and (Ba) to (A,) and (B,) but add condition 
(C,). Assuming now that the characteristic of R’ is unequal to 2, we again 
prove (Theorem 2) that + can be extended uniquely to an associative 
homomorphism of R into R’. In particular, (Bs) and (C,) are satisfied if 
R is simple, provided that R is more than 16-dimensional over its center Z. 
Counterexamples are given when [R : Z] < 16. 
The corresponding conjecture for Jordan derivations is that (under 
suitable restrictions) every Jordan derivation of S into R can be extended 
uniquely to an (associative) derivation of R. In Section 5 we verify this 
conjecture if R is a prime ring with involution containing an invertible 
central skew element. In the last section we return to the situation encountered 
in Section 4 and show that the conjecture for Jordan derivations is true 
if R is simple and satisfies (A,), regardless of the dimensionality of R over 
its center. 
2. DEFINITION AND PROPERTIES OF # 
Throughout this section and the remaining ones we shall assume that R 
is a ring with involution * having an identity element. 4 will denote a Jordan 
homomorphism of the symmetric elements S of R into an arbitrary ring R’. 
Linearization of Eqs. (1) and (2) yields 




d(stu + uts) = 4(s) 4(t) C(u) + 4(u) C(t) 4(s) (6) 
for all s, t, u E 5. 
It may be pointed out here that, under the assumption of either (a) or (b), 
an equivalent definition of Jordan homomorphism could be formulated by 
replacing (1) and (2) by the single equation (5). 
From (1) we have immediately 
LEMMA 1. If e is a symmetric idempotent, then so is 4(e). 
LEMMA 2. If ei and ej are orthogonal symmetric idempotents, then so me 
d(ei) ad Nej). 
Proof. By (2), (5), and Lemma 1 we see that 
0 = $(e,) +(eiej + ejei) = Ames) cb(ej) + 9%) cb(ei)> 
= $“(ei) d(ej) + &e&ei) = 4(ei) #(ei). 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that R satisfies condition 
(&) for some 71 > 1. We shall, of course, be chiefly interested in the case 
where II = 2 or n = 3. R may then be written in its Pierce decomposition 
R = Ci,j R,) , where Rij = e,Rej . It is clear that R$ = R,, . In this paper 
the notation xu will signify an element of Ri,, and xfi E Rji , i # j, will 
always stand for XC . As it can be readily verified by appropriate use of the 
idempotents {eij, we state without proof: 
LEMMA 3. If s E S, then s = xi si + xiii (xii + xii), where si E Si 
(= S n Rgi). 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we can set Rb = $(ei) R’+(e,) and assert that 
RijR;l = 0 if j # k. 
LEMMA 4. $(xii + xji) = uii + uii , i # j, z& E R& , uji E Rii . 
Proof. By Eq. (6), 
d(xij + xji) = qG(xij + %i) ej + ej(xij + Xji) 4 
= +(ei)+(%j + 36) b(ej) + cb(ei)4(~ii + %i)4(4, 
which is an element of Rij + Rji . 
Lemma 4 enables us to define an additive mapping $ of Crz, Rij into R’ 
according to the rule 
$(xii) = u& E Rij , i#j, 
where4(xii + xii) = Z& + u;~ .
We develop now some further properties of the mapping 4. 
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Oi3Y3i + Yi3Xii) + &3iYi3 + Y3iXi3) 
= MXi3 + Xd(Yi3 +Y3i) + (Yi3 +Y3&3 + Xii)> 
= 4(Xi, + X3i) C(Yi3 + Y3i) + $(Yii + Y3i) d&3 + Xii> 
= {VXxij) + #4x5i)H#tYij) + Ift(Yii)> + jHYi3) + +(Y3i)Ktli(x*i) + 9tx3dl 
= M%3) vxY3i) + NYi3) t4Xii)> + MXii> #(Yii) + $xY3i) 9(%3)>. 
Since $(S n I?,,) C Rik , the conclusion follows. 
Now suppose s = CA xijyii E S IT Rii , i # j. Since s* = s we see that 
2s = CA (xt,yii + Y~~.x$~). Applying 4 to both sides of this last equation, 
we obtain from the preceding lemma 
LEMMA 6. Ifs = & xijyi6 E S n Rii , i # j, then 
2+(s) = C {#(xij> #(~ii) + +(yjj) $($i>> E #(J&j) ICI(%)* 
LRMMA 7. FOG Si E Si and ~ij E Ri* , #(SiXij) = +(Si) #(Xii), i # j. 
Proof. From the definition of $ we see that 
4(s&j + %j$i) = ${si(xij + xji) + (xij + xji) si> 
= d(si) d(%j + x3i) + C(%j + x3i) 4(Si) 
= $(%){$(%j) + lcl(xji)> + {9(xi3) + #(xji)) 4(Q) 
= 4(G) $(%j) + #(x3i) 4(%)* 
From these equaiions one concludes that #(sixu) = 4(Si) #(Xij)* 
LEMMA 8. FRY ~5 E Sj and xii E Rgj , i # j, $(xfjsj~ii) = #(xii)+(sj) #(x3& 
Proof. 
4(Xt3SjX3t) = 9{(xij + x3i) sj(xij + x3i)> 
= 4(xi3 + x3i) +(s3) 4(xi3 + xji> 
= {VVxij) + t4x3i)) 54sj){Kxi3) + #(%Y)> 
= #(%i) b(s3) #(Si)* 
We close this section with 
LEMMA 9. Suppose R satzkjies (A,,) and (B,,) for some n > 1. Then any 
extension of + to an associative h~morphba @ of R into R’ is uniquely 
determined by (6. 
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Proof. For i # j, 
@(xii) = @{ei(xii + xii)} = @(eJ @(xi, + xii) = C(ei)$(xij + xii). 
Since R is clearly generated by the elements (xij}, i # j, it follows that @ is 
uniquely determined by 4. 
3. THE CASE OF THREE IDEMPOTENTS 
Throughout this section we assume R satisfies Conditions (AJ and (Ba). 
A key result for what follows is 
LEMMA 10. t,b(xijxjk) = #(xii) z#(Q), i, j, k distinct. 
Proof. By the definition of $I this result follows from the equations 
~(%%lc + (xiPjIc) *> 
= 4(xijxjk + xkjxji) 
LEMMA 11. If Si = CA x:~ yii E St , i # j, then 
[Wi) - $ $@;d 4(r;d! #CR4 = 0, k # 1. 
Proof. We may assume i = 1, j = 2, and k = 1. For the case 1 = 2 
we write e, = C,, u#!r and select cl2 E R,, . By Lemma 7 and repeated 
use of Lemma 10, the result follows from 
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For I = 3, Lemmas 7 and 10 again yield 
d(%J #(c13) = ~(w13> = c Ib(42YilC13) 
A 
= ; 1Gc42) #(Y;lc13) = ; #(x:2) #(Yil> IcI(c13). 
LEMMA 12. If 
T #(4) HYj”i> = $ 9Xx2 NYLi>* 
Proof. We assume i = 1, j = 2, k = 3, and select cgl E R,, and 
~13 E RI, . Then, by repeated application of Lemma 10, 
= +(‘21) c 4(‘:2) ~(Y:lc13) = 4k21) 1 ~(x:2Yilc13) 
= Hc21) ti /c 4zY:1c13/ = Rc21) # Ic “:3Y:1c13/ 
= 1clk21) c ~643Yhl3) = c ~(c21x:3Y~lc13) 
= c ~(%lx;\3Y~J t&13) = c #( 1 w:3> +cr:,,) Rc13) 
z=z 
Ic ~(c21) K43) +cr:1,1 t&13) = 4(c21) lc #(x:3) NY:,,1 Hc13). 
In other words, setting z’ = C 54~:~) #(Y$) - C 94~~~) $(Y%) E Rk , we 
have shown that #(R,,) z’#(R13) = 0. N ow, using Lemma 11 in conjunction 
with this last equation, we see from 
that z’ = 0. 
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Lemma 12 enables us to define an additive mapping Cp of R into R’ 
according to the rule 
where xii = C x$jy;i = C x&y$ , i, j, k distinct. 
LEMMA 13. @ is an associative homomorphiwn of R into R’. 
Proof. It suffices to check the following cases: 
(a) @(QY& = Q(O) = 0 = @(+) @(y& j f k. 
(b) @(+%s) = ~(xM-~ = #(+A $4~) = @@A @(4 by Lemma 10. 
(c) @(~ysi) = 1G(xis) #(rsi) = @(xis) @(ysi), by the definition of @. 
where xl1 = C x&y& . Here Lemma 10 and the definition of @ were used. 
by parts (c) and (d). 
We remark that up to this point none of the assumptions (a), (b), or (ca) 
have been used. 
LEMMA 14. If at least one of the condition (a), (b), OT (cJ holds, Qr is an 
extension of 4. 
Proof. We fist note that 
@(X*3 + Xjt) = @(xij) + @(xji) = #(Xi,) + +(Xji) = 4(xij + Si), i f i* 
Hence it is sufficient, in view of Lemma 3, to verify that Q(Q) = ~(sJ, 
where s, E Si . 
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If (a) holds, we write si = & &y$ , i # j. It follows by Lemma 6 and 
the definition of @ that 
Thus @(si) = $(si). 
If (b) holds, s, = x, + xi* = C,, x&& + &&x$ , i # j. Then by 
Lemma 5 and the definition of @, 
If (~3) holds, +(ei) = CA #(u2) #(sj”) #(ui#) by Lemma 8. An application 
of Lemma 7 then yields 
d(%) = $(%) Nei> = C $Csi) #l&j 4<%9 $(& = C #(Wt) #(si”& = @(Q)* 
A A 
Lemmas 9, 13, and 14 now imply 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a ring with involution c satisfying conditions (As) 
and (Ba). Let 4 be a Jordan homomorphism of the symmetrtk elements S of R 
into an arbitrary ring R’. Furthermore, assume at least one of (a), (b), or (cs) 
holds. Then C$ can be extended uniquely to an associative homomorphism @ of 
R into R’. 
As our first corollary we obtain a slight sharpening of the result of 
Jacobson and Rickart ([5], p. 315, Theorem 4) mentioned in the introduction. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R = Qn , n > 2, be a matrix ring with an involution * 
such that the matrix units ei = eii = e$ , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then any Jordan 
homomorphism of S into a ring R’ can be extended uniquely to an associative 
homomorphism of R into R’. 
Proof. It is clear that et = hijeji , i # j, where hij E Q and hj = h;l. 
We note that &ej = eji(Xj,eij) = ej$ej?l E S. NOW set fi = e, , fi = e2 , and 
fa = e3 + e4 + *-a + e, . The equations 
show that condition (cs) is satisfied by R, with fi , fi , f3 as the three idempo- 
tents. As it is easy to see that (4) and (B3) hold, Theorem 1 may be applied 
to yield the desired conclusion. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let R be a simple ring with involution * satisfying condition 
(As). Let 4 be a nonzero Jordan homomorphism of the symmetric elements S 
of R into an arbitrary ring Ii’. Furthermore, assume one of (a), (b), or (c3) holds. 
Then q3 can be extended uniquely to an associative isomorphism @ of R into R’. 
Proof. Since R is simple, Condition (B3’) holds, and Theorem 1 applies. 
That @ is actually an isomorphism follows from the simplicity of R. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a ring with involution * satisfying conditions (As) 
and (Bs). Let J be a Jordan derivation of the symmetric elements S of R into R. 
Furthermore, assume one of (a), (b), or (c3) holds. Then J can be extended 
uniquely to an associative derivation D of R. 
Proof. Using a standard procedure, we can define a Jordan homomor- 
phism I$ according to 
c(‘) = [ Jls) ;] 9 sE ‘, 
and extend 4 to @ by Theorem 1. Since the sets Rij , i # j, generate R by 
(Bs), @ must actually be of the form 
0 
@‘(x1 = Dyx) x ) 
[ 1 x E R, 
with x -+ D(x) the required extension of J. 
4. THE CASE OF Two IDEMPOTENTS 
Our discussion in the last two sections has shown that the main problem 
we are confronted with is that of “extending” $ to the “diagonal” components 
Rid. If we replace assumptions (As) and (Bs) by assumptions (A,) and (B,) 
it is no longer apparent that we can define Q, on Rii by writing Rii as 
&jRj, 3 i # j. To circumvent this difficulty we shall impose the additional 
condition (C,). For the remainder of this section, therefore, we shall assume 
that R is a ring with involution * satisfying (A,), (B,), and (C,), and that 
4 is a Jordan homomorphism of S into a ring R’. 
Since further sharpening of our results in this and the following sections 
appears likely, we choose to avoid at least one minor complication by 
assuming henceforth that the characteristic of the ring R’ is unequal to 2. 
Let Z/ be the extension of $ to R,, + R,, as defined in Section 2. As a 
corollary to Lemma 7 we have 
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LEMMA 15. For s. t. 2 3 e ,a.*, vi E Si , and xij E Rij , i # j, #(siti *** vixij) = 
d(si) 4(G) ’ ‘. (61vi) ddxii)* 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number m of terms in the 
product siti ~0. vi . The case m = 1 is true by Lemma 7. Now by induction 
and by Lemma 7 again, 
*lsi ti *** ViXij) = ~{si(ti *.- ViXij)} = &) #(ti ... ViXij) 
= +Csi) $Cti) **’ dCvi) ddxii)* 
LEMMA 16. If CA siAtiA -1. viA = 0, where siA, tiA ,..., viA E Si , then 
CA $(SiA)$(tiA) "'C(Vi") = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 15, 
for all xii E Rii , i # j. Hence (C$(siA)y%(tiA) -*a+(v$)} #(Rii) = 0. We con- 
clude by Lemma 6 that 
2 /CSCsiA) $(tr^) *” 4CviA)/ 9%) = 09 
A 
whence C 4(Q) +(ti^) ... $(viA) = 0. 
Since we are assuming that si = Rii , i = 1,2, Lemma 16 allows us to 
define an additive mapping @ of R into R’ according to the rule 
where xi = CA s&A .-.vid~Rii, i= 1,2. 
From its definition one sees that @ is an extension of 4. We are, in fact, 
ready to prove 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring with involution + satisfying Conditions (A,), 
(B,), and (C,). Let 4 be a Jordan homomorphism of the symmetric elements S 
of R into an arbitrary ring R’ whose characteristic is unequal to 2. Then $ can 
be extended uniquely to an associative homomorphism @ of R into R’. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we need only consider the following 
threecases: 
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(a) If xl p YI E &I y then @(xryr) = @(xi) @(yr) by the definition of @. 
(b) If x1 E R, and qs E R,, , then @(x& = @(x1) @(a,,) by Lemma 15. 
(c) Let xis E R,, and ysi E R,, . If e, = C,, a#, = CA b&z;, , we see 
from Lemma 6 that 
Now, making use of (C,), Lemma 15, and the definition of @, we see that 
2@(+ysr) = 2@(xis~sr) C(ei) = @(xrs~si) C M&J W&) + cCl(%) (cl(&)> 
Therefore @(x,,y,,) = @(xrs) @(y,,) and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a simple ring with involution *, of characteristic 
unequal to 2, and sutisfring Condition (A,) [and hence (B,)]. Let # be a nonzero 
Jot-dun homomorphism of the symmetric elements S of R into an urbitrmy 
ring R’ whose characteristic is unequal to 2. Then, if R is more than 16- 
dimensional over its center, I$ can be extended uniquely to an associative 
isomorphizm @ of R into R’. 
Proof. It is well-known that Rii is a simple ring whose center is Ze, , 
i = 1,2, where 2 is the center of R. In view of Theorem 2, we may assume 
that Condition (C,) does not hold. Suppose, say, that 3, # R,, . By a 
result of Herstein ([Z], p. 633, Th eorem 9) RI, is at most 4-dimensional 
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over Ze, . Hence R has minimal right ideals. Since R is a simple ring with 
identity, it follows that R satisfies the minimum condition on right ideals 
(see, for example, [q, p. 88). In this case R is a matrix ring Qn with a 
“canonical” involution as described by Jacobson and Rickart in [5l, p. 311 
(especially Lemma 1 and Example A). Here the matrix units ei = eii are 
symmetric, and Q is either a division ring or the matrix ring 2, . If 71 > 2, 
then R satisfies Condition (Aa), and by Theorem 1 we are finished. We 
may thus assume that n = 2. As we may take R,, = Qe, , we have [Q : Z] = 
[RR,, : Zei] < 4. It then follows that [R : Z] = [Qa : z] < 16. 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a ring with involution *, of characteristic unequal 
to 2, and satisfring conditions (A,), (B,), and (C,). Then any Jordan derivation J 
of the symmetric elements S of R into R can be extended uniquely to an associative 
derivation D of R. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be as in Corollary 1. Then, if R is more than 
16-dimensional over its center, every Jordan derivation J of S into R can be 
extended uniquely to an associative derivation D of R. 
We conclude this section by citing two examples of simple rings to 
indicate that the first corollary of Theorem 2 is not always valid if the 
dimension of R over its center does not exceed 16. 
Let R = R’ = F(x), the field of rational functions over the rationals F. 
Then the mapping *: f(x) -+f(- x is an involution of R, S = F(x2), and ) 
the mapping 4 : f(xz) -+ f( -x2) is a (Jordan) automorphism of S. To see 
that 4 cannot be extended to R, one need only consider the effect of 9 on x2. 
Let R = R’ = Qz , the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over the quaternions Q, 
and let t be the conjugate transpose: C aijeij -+ C &ei, , where d is the 
conjugate of a in Q. Then a Jordan automorphism 4 of S is given by mapping 
the basis elements of S as follows: 
elr - en , +b - e2d - .ih - e2J, 
ez2 - ez2 9 ih - 4 - ih - e2d, 
e12 + e21 -+ e12 + e21 9 MeI2 - 4 -+ MeI2 - ed. 
With a little effort one may check that 4 cannot be extended to an associative 
homomorphism of R. 
5. INVOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
We shall assume throughout this section that R is a prime ring with 
involution *, having an identity element 1, and containing an invertible 
skew element h (h* = --h) which lies in the center 2 of R. Furthermore, 
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it is assumed that R contains the element i, i.e., that the element 1 + 1 
is invertible. It follows that every skew element of R is of the form Xs, 
s symmetric, and that R = S + AS. Finally, we let J denote a Jordan 
derivation of S into R. 
We note that the defining equations (3) and (4) for Jordan derivations 
of S into R may be replaced by the single equation 
J(st + ts) = J(s) t + t_/(s) + s./(t) + J(t) s (7) 
for all s, t E S. In addition, one may easily check that 
J(stu + uts) = J(s) tu + utJ(s) + s](r) U + u_/(t) s + St_/(u) + J(u) rs (8) 
and 
J{(st - ts) u - u(st - ts)} = {J(s) t - t](s)} u - u{J(s) t - tJ(s)} 
+ @J(t) - J(t) 4 u - 4sJ(t) - J(t) 4 
+ (st - ts) J(u) - J(u)(st - ts) (9) 
for all s, t, u E S. 
LEMMA 17. If a E 2 n S, then /l = J(a) E 2. 
Proof, Setting s = (Y in (9) one obtains (/3t - tfi) u - u@t - t/3) = 0 for 
all t, u E S. Substitution of first u by Xu and then t by At in this equation 
results in /3x - x/3 E 2 for all x E R, since R = S + AS and h is central and 
invertible. From this it follows easily that (/3x - x/3)2 = 0 and, since R is 
prime, that the central element fix - xp = 0. 
As a corollary to Lemma 17 we remark that, if OL E S n 2 and s E S, then 
ors E S and J(m) = J(a) s + aJ(s). 
We now set p = (+A) J(h2) and d e fi ne a mapping D of R into itself by 
D(x) = J(s) + h_/(r) + G, 
where x = s + At, s, t E S. The element p is central by Lemma 17. We 
shall show that D is a Jordan derivation of R into itself, that is, an additive 
mapping of R into itself such that 
D&Y + ~4 = WY + ~44 + Gy) + D(Y) x 
for all x, y E R. That D is additive is easily shown, and we omit its verification. 
Now set x = s, y = u, s, u E S, and note that 
D(m + us) = J(su + us) = l(s) u + u_/(s) + s_/(u) + J(u) s 
= D(s) u + uD(s) + SD(U) + D(u) s. 
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Next, setting x = s, and y = her, s, v E S, we have 
D{s(hv) + (/\v) s} = D{h(sv + vs)} = hJ(sv + vs) + &V + vs) 
= X(./(s) 7J + V_/(S) + S](V) + J(v) 4 + &v + 4 
= J(s) XV + XVJ(S) + @l(V) + P} + (hJ(v) + P4 s 
= D(s) hv + hvD(s) + SD@) + D(k) s. 
Lastly, setting x = At, y = Au, and using the definition of p, we see that 
D{(ht)(hu) + (hu)(ht)} = D{JP(tu + ut)} = J{P(tu + ut)] 
= J(P)(tz4 + ut) + A2J(tu + ut) 
= 2b(tu + ut) + X2{“@) 24 + u”!(t) + tm + J(u) t> 
= oJ(t) + pt} Au + wXJ(t) + $1 
+ W.D) + PI + {X/(4 + P> At 
= D(ht) Au + huD(ht) + m(h) + D(Xu) ht. 
The above calculations show that D is a Jordan derivation of R. By a 
result of Herstein ([Z], p. 1110, Theorem 3.1), D must actually be an 
associative derivation of R. Clearly D is an extension of J to all of R. Now 
let E be any associative derivation of R which is an extension of J. From 
J(h2) = E(h2) = 2hE(X) we obtain E(ht) = M(t) + ($A) J(h2) t, and hence 
E = D. This completes the proof of 
THEOREM 3. Let R be a prime ring with an involution *, having an identity 
element, containing the element 4 , and containing an invertible skew element h 
which lies in the center of R. Then every Jordan derivation J of the symmetric 
elements S of R into R can be extended uniquely to an associative derivation D 
of R into itself. 
6. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE 
Our purpose in this final section is to show that the analog of Corollary 1 
of Theorem 2 for Jordan derivations holds true regardless of the dimension- 
ality of R over its center Z. 
We assume now that R is a simple ring with involution *, of characteristic 
unequal to 2, and satisfying condition (A,). Let J be a Jordan derivation 
of S into R. In view of Corollary 3 of Theorem 2, we may suppose that 
[R : z] < 16. Then R may be regarded as a matrix ring Q* with a “canonical” 
involution in the sense of ([5j, p. 311, Lemma 1, and Example A). Here 
Q is the subring of R of elements commuting with all the matrix units {eij}, 
with ei = eii = ez . Since by Corollary 3 of Theorem 1 we may assume 
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that R does not satisfy condition (Aa), n = 2 and hence R = Qa . As a 
result of Theorem 3 we may restrict our involution to be of the first kind, 
that is, 2 C S. We claim also that without loss of generality Q n S = Z. 
For otherwise, by ([I], Theorem 9 and its proof), Rii = Qei = si , i = 1,2 
[i.e., Condition (C,) holds], and Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 is applicable. 
Appealing again to ([5], p. 311, Lemma l), we may write eta = uear , 
e,*, = q2 , where EC, z, E Z (= Q n S) and uw = 1. We remark that in the 
present situation, if a E Q, then a* E Q. 
LEMMA 18. If z E Z (C S), then y = J(z) E Z. 
Proof. Setting s = z in (9) one obtains (yt - 9) u - ~(yt - ty) = 0 
for all t, u E S. Since S # Z (e.g., e, E S), R = 3 by ([I], Theorem 9 and 
its proof). As a result, y2 - ty E Z for all t E S. Suppose yZ - ty # 0 for 
some r. From 
$2 - tay = ( yt - ty) t + 2(yt - ty) = 24yt - Iy) 
it follows that t(yt - ty) E Z and hence t E Z, a contradiction. Therefore 
yt - ty = 0 for all teS, and so yeZ, since R = 3. 
In order to simplify the form of the Jordan derivation J we note 
LEMMA 19. There is an element x in R such that J(ei) = e,x - xei , 
i= 1,2. 
Proof. By Eq. (3) in Section 1 we may write 
J(e,) = ael + beI2 + ce2, + de2 = J(Q) 
= e,J(e,) + Jh) el = 2aq + beI2 + cepl ,
where a, b, c, d E Q. It follows that a = 0 and d = 0. We can now set 
x = be,, - ce,, and note that J(e,) = e,x - xe, . From J(e,) = J(1 - e,) = 
- J(eI) one obtains J(e2) = eg - xe, . 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume that J(eI) = J(e,) = 0. 
LEMMA 20. Jh2 + ue2d = al2 + be, ad J(w12 + e2d = ce18 + dezl , 
wherea,b,c,dEQ,d= -a, J(u)=b+zuz,and J(v)=c+dv. 
proof. BY writing e12 + ue,, = e&,, + +A e, + e2(ela + ue,,) e, ad 
applying Eq. (8), we find that J(e,, + i(egI) is of the form ae,, + be,, , since 
J(eI) = J(e2) = 0. Now, using Eq. (3), one sees that 
JW = Jh2 + ~21)8> 
= h + ue21)(ae,2 + be,,) + (ml2 + be,&~ + ucd = b + w. 
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Similarly J(V) = c + wd. Noting that v E 2, and hence J(w) E 2 by Lemma 19, 
we have 
ce12 + de21 = Jh2 4 e21) = JW32 + u21)> 
= +4, + be,,) + I@ + 4(e12 + ue21k 
whence c = va + c + vd. From this equation we obtain finally d = -a. 
LEMMA 21. There exists an inner derivation I such that, if K = J - I, 
then K(e,) = K(e,) = 0, K(e,, + ue21) = K(u) e21 , ad K(ve12 -I- e2d = 
K(4 e12 , where K(u) and K(v) are elements of Z. 
Proof. Following the notation of Lemma 20 we define 
I(x) = x(a2) - (@2) x 
for all x E R. It is clear that K(e,) = K(e,) = 0. Next we see that 
K(ei, + mar) = ae12 + be,, - (al2 - a%) 
= (b + au> e21 = J(u) ezl = K(u) ezl , 
since I(u) = 0. Similarly, 
K(oei, + e2J = ce12 + de,, - (vaer, - aear) 
= (c + od) e12 = J(v) q2 = KW e12 ,
since d = -a by Lemma 20. 
In the sequel we shall assume that J(e,, + ue21) = J(u) e,, and 
Jh2 + e2d = JM e12 ,
as well as J(el) = J(e,) = 0, where J(u) and J(w) are elements of 2. 
We are now in a position to define an additive mapping E of Q into Q 
according to 
E(a) = g aeQ 
where J(a12 + a*w2d = gel2 + he,, , g, h E Q. 
LEMMA 22. E(a*u) = h, where J(ae,, + a*ue21) = gel, + hezl . 
Proof. Using Eq. (4) we have 
J(a*ue,, + au2e2,) = 
Jk2 + ~e2d(~~2 + a*~21)(e12 + ue2d = 
JW dae~2 + a*~21)(e12 + ~211 
+ @a2 + ue2d(ge~2 + he2h2 + ~21) = heI2 + cezl . 
+ (e12 + ~21)(@~2 + a*m2d JO4 e21 1 
By definition E(a*u) = h. 
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LEMMA 23. E is an associative derivation of Q into itself. 
Proof. By Eq. (4) we may write 
_/{a%, + (a*)” uear> = 
_R(aera + a*~ear)(veia + e2r)(ae1e + a*uea& = 
(gela + hear)(veia + &(a+ + a*ue$i) 
+ (aelz + a*ueai)(veia + eai)(ge,a + hea,) = (ga + ag) e12 + bea, , 
+ h2 + a*~e2d_W q2)(ae,2 + a*ue2J I 
whereg = E(a). By the definition of E it follows that E(u2) = E(u) a + aE(u), 
that is, E is a Jordan derivation of Q into itself. By Herstein’s result ([2], 
p. 1110, Theorem 3.1) E is an associative derivation of Q into itself. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a simple ring with involution *, of chmacte%zi 
unequal to 2, and satisfying condition (A2). Then any Jordan derivation of S 
into R can be extended un@uely to an associative derivation of R into itself. 
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that R is as described 
in the first paragraph of this section. By Lemma 19 there is an inner derivation 
Ii of R such that (J - Ir)(e,) = (/ - Ii) = 0. Lemma 21 says that there 
is an inner derivation I, such that, if K = I- Ii - I2 , then K(e,) = 
K(e,) = 0, K(e,, + uezl) = K(u) e21 , and K(ve,, + e,,) = K(v) e,, , where 
K(u) and K(v) are elements of 2. In view of Lemma 23 an associative 
derivation E of Q into itself may be defined by setting E(a) = g, where 
K(ae,, + a*ue2i) = gel2 + he,, , a, g, h E Q. 
We are now in a position to define an additive mapping D, of R into 
itself according to 
D,(x) = i E(+) eij , 
i&l 
where x = C&i aiieij , aij E Q, i, j = 1,2. It is straightforward to check 
that D, is actually an associative derivation of R into itself. 
We shall verify that D, is an extension of K by showing that D,, and K 
coincide when applied to symmetric elements of the form zei (i = 1,2, z E 2) 
and ue12 + a*ue2, (a E Q). 
First, by Lemma 18, K(zeJ = K(x) e, , where K(z) E 2. On the other 
hand, D,(xe,) = E(z) ei . From 
K(sei, + sue,i) = K@(er2 + ue,r)> = K(s)(er, + ue,r) + zK(u) e21 ,
we see in particular that E(x) = K(z) and hence DO(zei) = K(z) ei . 
Next we write K(ue,, + a*ue2J = ge,, + he,, . Then D,(ue,, + u*uetl) = 
E(u) e12 + E(u*u) e21 = ge,, + he,, , by the definition of E and by Lemma 22. 
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We now let D denote the associative derivation I1 + I, + D, of R into 
itself. As we have shown that J - I1 - I, = D,, on S, it follows that J 
coincides with D on S. Since R = s, we conclude that D is a unique extension 
of J. 
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